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“RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT”
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RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT
 Government Research Institutions (Institutes)
 Serves to scientific development of countriesServes to scientific development of countries

 PAEC
 NESCOM etc

 Profit based Private Research Institutes
 Develop and convey research projects for special needs of
industry

ll h ff h d b k d Usually hire staff with academic background.
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RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT
 Research and Development (R&D) Units of Big Companies

 Big companies develop their products in their own laboratories
Nik S D P t G l IBM I t l t e.g., Nikon, Sony, DuPont, Google, IBM, Intel etc.

 Having an R&D section is not easy (very high cost)
 Small scale companies form consortiums and share the funding, and
maintaining a common R&D company.

 Developed basic technology is refined by individual companies to shape
their final product.
 Detergent Company A + Detergent Company B + Detergent Company C » R&D
Company

 R&D Company » generic detergent (GD)
 Company A (refinement of GD) » Brand A
 Company B (refinement of GD) » Brand B
 Company C (refinement of GD) » Brand C

 Needs of the private sector for research is immediate (often do not
exceed 6 month length research)
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RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT
 Universities
 “Research” is a must for being an academician
 Graduate students is an integral part of research
 Master: develop basic research skills (mostly supervisor guided)
 PhD: develop independent, original and more elaborate research
skills

 Graduate programs are governed by “graduate schools” or
«institutes of graduate studies» as to allow INTERDISCIPLINARY
research.

 But the research is conducted in the academic departments or
research centers of the university

 Time allowed for research is more flexible (2‐3 years in master, 3‐
5 years in PhD)
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“FEATURES OF ACADEMIC LIFE”
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FEATURES OF ACADEMIC LIFE
 A working environment of high intellectual capacity

 Relatively high level of “freedom” in academic life
( d i f d )(academic freedom)

 Academicians represent the most respected, and the most trusted segment of the
society.

 All decisions regarding your carrier will be fair enough at the utmost level (minimum
conflicts)

 Not only your research skills improve but
 communication skills,
 information technology skills,
 language skills,
 organizational skills,
 thinking skills,
 social or interpersonal relation skills

will also improve in an academic career
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FEATURES OF ACADEMIC LIFE
 Productive researchers are involved in very honorable
& prestigious activities:p g
 referee or editor in a journal,
 plenary speaker in a conferences,
 policy developer in governmental issues etc.

 Academic life is notmonotonousAcademic life is notmonotonous
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“YOU AS A WRITER”
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YOU AS A WRITER
 Classify yourself as one of the following types of
writers

 The “DIVER” writer
 The “PATCHWORK” writer
 The “GRAND PLAN” writer
 The “ARCHITECT” writer
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YOU AS A WRITER
 The “DIVER” WRITER
 Divers leap in and start writing earlyDivers leap in and start writing early
on, to find out what they want to say.

 Divers start anywhere to see what
emerges, before working towards a
plan
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YOU AS A WRITER
 The “PATCHWORK”WRITER
 Patchwork writers work on segments (perhaps underPatchwork writers work on segments (perhaps under
headings) quite early in the process.

 They tend to combine these segments with linking ideas and
words at later stages.
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YOU AS A WRITER
 The “GRANDPLAN”WRITER
 Grand plan writers read and make notes, and do not write aGrand plan writers read and make notes, and do not write a
plan or much else until they have an almost complete
picture of the research paper ready in their head
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YOU AS A WRITER
 The “ARCHITECT”WRITER
 Architects have a sense of the structure (perhaps before theArchitects have a sense of the structure (perhaps before the
content) and could produce a complex plan early in the
process
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YOU AS A WRITER
 What might be the advantages and disadvantages of these
styles?

 Which way of planning is most like your own?

 Can you classify yourself as one of these types of writer

 or

 Do you mix styles?
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“PLANNING AND PREPARATION”
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WRITING HABITS to start with
 Create time for writing
 Regular writing sessions – daily / weekly / weekends?

 Writing location / place
 Office vs. home vs. library vs. other

 Writing times
 When you are fresh? When?
 For how long?

 Reference as you are going along!
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WRITING HABITS to start with
 Time Tabling (Setting of goals)
 Make a wall/Gantt chart. Be realistic. Identify best work times and/ y
keep to a daily writing slot

 Familiarize yourself with deadlines and plan accordingly

 Section dissertation/thesis (Bite‐size chunks)

 Familiarize yourself with deadlines and plan accordingly

 Include time taken for supervisor input (drafts, re‐drafts)
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WRITING HABITS to start with
 Use of Word Processing Software
 CTRL‐C, CTRL‐V

 Generate a Plan for the report
 Write the main topic in the middle of sheet of paper
 Jot down the other ideas that occur at other points on the page
 Relationships between the ideas, lines between the ideas may be
drawn

 It will create “chunks” of ideas to wok further

 Finish each writing session on a high point

 Get friends to read and comment on your work
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WRITING HABITS to start with
 Reading Habits
 Save literature searchesSave literature searches
 Keep up to date with new research

 Record of reading
 Index Cards
 Endnote (www.endnote.com)
M d l ( d l ) Mendeley (www.mendeley.com)

 Other formats
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WRITING HABITS to start with
 What to include in reading record?
 Date readDate read
 Complete reference
 Useful quotes – with page numbers
 Own opinions

 What you think of the reading?
 How it fits in with your own work?
Id tif i i i Identifying opinions
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PLANNING AND PREPARATION
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“WRITING ACTUALLY”
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WRITING ACTUALLY
 KnowingWhat to Write

 Initial Writing Tasks

 Writing About Existing Research

 Organizing Your Writing

 Writing Clearly

 Editing
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KNOWING WHAT TO WRITE
 Requirements of Degree (PhD / MSc / etc)
 Departmental expectationsDepartmental expectations
 Word count, format etc.

 Look at previous dissertations/theses
 Postgraduate secretary
 OrganizationOrganization
 Level of writing
 Content ‐ how many experiments?
 Don’t panic!
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INITIAL WRITING TASKS
 Documenting reading
 Summaries
 Critiques of other research
 Drafting & revising proposals
 Logging experiments/pilots/observations
 Sketching plan of work [Gantt chart etc]
 Explaining sequence of work [in sentences]Explaining sequence of work [in sentences]
 Sketching structure of thesis
 Speculative writing: routes forward in project
 Design for progress or 1st year report
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INITIAL WRITING TASKS
 What can I write about ‐the context background
 My research questions/hypotheses are e.g. [50 words]My research questions/hypotheses are e.g. [50 words]
 Researchers who have looked at the subject are [50 words]
 They argue that….[25 words]
 Smith argues that ….[25 words]
 Brown argues that ….[25 words]
 Debate centers on the issue of ….[25 words]
 My research is closest to that of X in that ….[25 words]
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INITIAL WRITING TASKS
 Why do we bring other scientists into our work?
 To demonstrate to readers and examiners that we are
familiar with the field and that we have been selective in
reviewing relevant studies

 To provide an overview of current knowledge in a particular
area of application and or/methodology

 To provide a context for our current study and to locate it
within a specific field
T i th t di iti ll To review other studies critically

 To highlight a gap in knowledge, areas of application, etc
 To justify the use of a particular methodology, area of
application, etc

 To support to data/facts
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INITIAL WRITING TASKS
 Structuring your writing assignment
 AbstractAbstract
 Introduction
 Literature review
 Method
 Results
 Discussion
 Conclusions
 References
 Appendices
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ORGANIZING YOUR WRITING
 Overall Plan
 A paragraph per chapter outlining the key points/argumentsA paragraph per chapter outlining the key points/arguments
 How each paragraph links together
 Can be revised
 Stick it on your office wall
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ORGANIZING YOUR WRITING
 Chapter plans
 ExperimentsExperiments

 Intro, method, results, discussion

 Other chapters
 Intro (200‐1000 words)
 3/4 main sections (2000‐2500 words each)
 Conclusion (200‐1000 words)
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WRITING CLEARLY
 Good structure

 Logical
 Paragraphs single units of thought

 Readability
h f d l Straightforward language

 Simple grammar

 Managing readers’ expectations
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WRITING NOT‐SO CLEARLY
 Inaccessibility

 Too much jargon

 Wordiness
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A GOOD PARAGRAPH
 Good length
 Approx 150 words

 A ‘topic’ sentence
 Opening sentence ‐ sets up what the paragraph is about

 The main body
 E.g., argument, justification, elaboration or analysis.

 The ‘wrap’
 Clear, bottom line message
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A GOOD CHAPTER
 Interesting opening
 High impact
 Memorable quotation / striking example / problem or
paradox

 Framing text
 Linking opening to main points in chapter
 1 paragraph 4 pages 1 paragraph ‐ 4 pages

 Effective signposts
 E.g., First… Second… Finally…
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A GOOD CHAPTER
 Subsections
 Short headings (punchy, 4‐8 words)Short headings (punchy, 4 8 words)
 Brief conclusions
 Draw out the main message

 Chapter conclusions
 At least 2 paragraphs longAt least 2 paragraphs long
 Gather key points (use section conclusions)
 Outline broader issues
 Point forwards to the next chapter
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EDITING
 Vital part of writing
 Accept the fact you have to edit
 Timetable editing sessions

 Expect to have to completely rewrite
sections
 Time in between writing and editing

 Using your supervisor
 Set up clear deadlines ‐ both ways
 Ask for clarification
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EDITING
 Different levels
 Word level

 misspellings, grammar mistakes, repetition of
words

 Paragraph level
 How different sections link to each other

 Chapter level
 Can your argument be strengthened?
 Can your links to previous research be

t th d?strengthened?

 Use of external sources
 Conferences, reading groups, publications
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EDITING
 Some questions to guide editing……
 Is the chapter structure good?Is the chapter structure good?
 Are the subheadings appropriate?
 Is the argument clear and logical?
 Are your paragraphs linked to each
other?

 Does each sentence say what you want it
to?

 Are there any sentences out of place?
 Is the language appropriate?
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WRITING FOR DIFFERENT AUDIENCE
 The academic report:
 Tends to be longerTends to be longer
 Will be marked and graded
 Will contain contextual descriptions

 The consultancy report:
 Has less focus on the development of theoryHas less focus on the development of theory
 Contains recommendations relating to the organization's
business
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APPROPRIATE WRITING STYLE
 Clarity and simplicity – avoid jargon

 Don’t use large number of quotations

 Regularly revising each draft

 Checking grammar and spelling
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APPROPRIATE WRITING STYLE

Often we write The correct way is

1. Each pronoun should agree with their
antecedent

Each pronoun should agree with its
antecedent.

2. Just between you and I, case is important.
2. Just between you and me, case is
important.

3. A preposition is a poor word to end
sentence with

3. A preposition is a poor word with which to
end a sentence.

4 Verbs has to agree with their subject 4 Verbs have to agree with their subject
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4. Verbs has to agree with their subject. 4. Verbs have to agree with their subject.

5. Do not use no double negatives. 5. Do not use double negatives.



APPROPRIATE WRITING STYLE
Often we write The correct way is

6 Remember to never split an infinitive 6 Remember never to split an infinitive6. Remember to never split an infinitive. 6. Remember never to split an infinitive.

7. When dangling, do not use participles. 7. Do not use dangling participles.

8. Avoid cliché like the plague. 8. To avoid cliché s like the plague!

9. Do not write a run‐on sentence it is
difficult when you got to punctuate it so it
makes sense when the reader reads what

t

9. Do not write a run‐on sentence. It is
difficult to punctuate it so that it makes
sense to the reader.
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you wrote.

10. The data is included in this section. 10. The data are included in this section.

TERMS AND PHRASES TO AVOID
 Jokes or Puns

 They have no place in a formal document.

 ``bad'', ``good'', ``nice'', ``terrible'', ``stupid''
 A scientific dissertation does not make moral judgments.
 Use ``incorrect/correct'' to refer to factual correctness or errors.
 Use precise words or phrases to assess quality (e.g., ``method A requires less

computation than method B'').

 ``true'', ``pure'',
 In the sense of ``good'' (it is judgmental).

 ``perfect''
 Nothing is.

 ``an ideal solution''
 You're judging again.
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TERMS AND PHRASES TO AVOID
 ``soon''

 How soon? Later tonight? Next decade?
 ``we were surprised to learn ''we were surprised to learn...

 Even if you were, so what?
 ``would seem to show''

 all that matters are the facts.
 ``in terms of''

 usually vague
 ``different''

 Does not mean ``various''; different than what?
 ``number of''

 vague; do you mean ``some'', ``many'', or ``most''? A quantitative statement is
preferable.

 ``probably''
 only if you know the statistical probability (if you do, state it quantitatively)
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TERMS AND PHRASES TO AVOID
 ``You will read about...''

 The second person has no place in a formal dissertation.
 ``I will describe ''I will describe...

 The first person has no place in a formal dissertation. If self‐reference is
essential, phrase it as ``Section 10 describes...''

 ``we'' as in ``we see that''
 A trap to avoid. Reason: almost any sentence can be written to begin with
``we'' because ``we'' can refer to: the reader and author, the author and
advisor, the author and research team, experimental computer scientists, the
entire computer science community, the science community, or some other
unspecified group.

`` f h '' ``...a famous researcher...''
 It doesn't matter who said it or who did it. In fact, such statements prejudice
the reader.

 Be Careful When Using ``few, most, all, any, every''.
 ``proof'', ``prove''

 Would a mathematician agree that it's a proof?
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ACADEMIC LANGUAGE
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SOME USEFUL TIPS
 Avoid long and complex sentences. The matter may be complex
enough – describe it in simple terms

 Do not repeat certain words too often and too close together. Use a
thesaurus to introduce variety in expressions.
 Avoid bombastic words.
 Avoid rarely used vocabulary and do not generate your own words

 Writing in the “active voice” improves the reading pace and dynamics.
 Active: Parameter (a) improves the performance of the algorithm
 Passive: The performance of the algorithm is improved by parameter (a)

 Illustrations and diagrams are very important.
 Use them in the right place and such that they are readable in terms of
graphic style and explanations of variables
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SOME USEFUL TIPS
 Writing is a creative process and a powerful way to clarifying
your thinking

 Use a clear structure that helps to develop the storyline

 All the information should be readily accessible to the reader

 Use a clear writing style free and check for spelling and
grammatical errors

 Be prepared to rewrite the first draft several times

 Remember to check the assessment criteria
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DEAD ENDS OF WRITING 
 Two kinds of dead ends can happen in writing:
 The first occurs when the [writing] consists only ofThe first occurs when the [writing] consists only of
interpretation and inference without an experiential process.

 The second dead end occurs when there are quite concrete
emotions, but they are repeated over and over.”

(Gendlin, 1996)
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Thank you
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